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Abstract. The Li diffusion in LizS at high temperatures was investigated by quasielastic neuIron 
scnttering techniques on a single crystal oi'LizS. It is shown by using polnrized neutrons that the 
scattering is almost purely incoherent. The data were analysed in terms of an extended Chudley- 
Elliott jump diffusion model. The Li diffusion process takes place by hopping between regular 
tetmhednl and interstitial octahedral sites. "he mean residence time5 on the regular Li Sites 
were estimated to be 17.3 ps at T = I173 K. 6.7 ps at 1273 K and 4.3 ps at 1363 K. 

1. Introduction 

Lithium sulphide (LizS) crystallizes in the antifluorite structure (space group Fm3m), which 
provides one of the simplest systems in which fast ionic conduction can be observed. The 
crystal structure can be considered as a simple cubic array of Li+ ions (with half of the FCC 
lattice constant) where every second cube is centred by an S2- ion (figure 1). Fluorites and 
antifluorites have attracted much attention due to their high-temperature properties. They 
undergo a diffuse phase transition to a fast ionic conductive state in the temperature range 
of TF = (O.6-O.8)TmI,. The melting point of LizS is 1645 K and electrical conductivity 
experiments [l], neutron diffraction experiments [Z] and Brillouin scattering 131 show that 
the diffuse phase transition sets in at TF - 800 K. The low ratio of TF/T, ,~I~  allows the 
disordered state in Liz$ to be observed over a wide temperature range. The analysis of 
the neutron diffraction patterns showed that approximately 15% of the Lif ions are on 
octahedral interstitial sites at T = 1300 K. It is expected that the diffusion process would 
give rise to quasielastic scattering [4] providing information about jump rates and jump 
vectors of the mobile ion. 

2. Experimental details 

Since Li in its natural composition has a rather high absorption cross-section for thermal 
neutrons, an isotopically pure 'Li single crystal was grown. The single crystal had a mosaic 
of 0.4" and was of cylindrical form (1.2 cm~ in diameter, 3 cm in length). Details of the 
sample preparation have been described by &on [l]. Since LizS is very hygroscopic the 
single crystal was sealed in a Pt container. 

11 Present address: Reactor Radiation Division, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, 
MD-20899, USA. 
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- - diffusion paths Q = k,- kI 
Figure 1. The crystal s tmctw of Li2S (space p u p  
Fm3m): for cixity only half of the unit cell is shown. 
Possible Lit diffusion parhs between tetrahedral (8c) 
and octahedral (4b) sites 31e indicated by dashed lines. 

Figure 2. The singlecrystd orientation of scattering 
experiments on insmment D7. 

2.1. Measurements with polarization analysir 

In principle, since the incoherent and the coherent cross-sections of  7Li are of similar 
magnitude (~ , j , (~Li )  = 0.619 barns, qinulh('Li) = 0.68 barns [SI), the quasielastic scattering 
from the Li ion may consist of incoherent and coherent components, which determine single- 
particle and correlated motions, respectively. For an isotopically pure sample these two 
components can be separated by analysing the spin state of the neutron before and after 
the scattering process. Whereas coherent scattering occurs with no change of the neutron 
spin (non-spin flip), incoherent scattering occurs with a probability o f f  without and with 
change of the spin state (spin flip) [6]. This enables us to distinguish between incoherent 
and coherent scattering by subtracting half of the spin flip intensity from the non-spin flip 
intensity in order to obtain the true coherent contribution in the non-spin flip signal. 

In order to check whether the quasielastic scattering at high temperatures stems from 
a coherent or an incoherent scattering process, experiments were performed on the time 
of flight (TOF) spectrometer D7 [7] at the ILL using polarization analysis. The spectra 
were measured with an incoming wavelength of 4.8 A (200 peV energy resolution) at 
temperatures of  300 K and 1173 K. The orientation of the single crystal during the 
experiment is displayed in figure 2. The [OOl] axis had an orientation of approximately 
10" relative to the normal of the scattering plane. The orientation of the [OlO] axis relative 
to the wavevector IC]  of the incoming neutrons is sketched. The polarization analysis data 
taken on D7 (shown at a particular Q in f i s r e  3) indicate that the measured intensity is 
mainly incoherent. Furthermore elastic scans over a representative zone in reciprocal space 
(obtained by rotating the single crystal) showed that the diffuse intensity was approximately 
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constant as would be expected in the case of no correlation between interstitials. In this 
case the coherent diffuse scattering is given by the Laue term; at 1173 K (with - 7.5% of 
the Li+ ions on interstitials) this coherent intensity amounts to - 10% of the incoherent 
intensity, in good agreement with the experimental observation (figure 3). The fact that 
the scattering is predominantly incoherent not only simplifies the interpretation of the 
experiment, but allowed us to perform subsequent experiments without polarization analysis 
(and corresponding gain in neutron flux). Note that S has only weak incoherent scattering 
(uineo&3) = 0.007 barn [5]) .  
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Figure 3. Quasielastic neutron scattering on an Li2S single crystal, measured with polarized 
neutrons on the TOF specworneter D7 at the ILL at T = I173 K: e, incoherent: 0, coherent. 

The variation of the FWHM of the quasielastic peak as a function of the modulus of 
the scattering vector IQ[, as obtained from a preliminary analysis of the data with one 
Lorentzian, is shown in figure 4. The observed behaviour is typical for a system where jump 
diffusion (not restricted in space) occurs: the broadening increases initially in proportion to 
Qz and then oscillates at larger ]&I. 

2.2. Measurements with a +e-aris spectrometer 

Having confirmed that the scattering is almost purely incoherent, we measured the 
quasielastic scattering along symmetry directions [lOO], [I 101 and [I1 I] using the triple-axis 
spectrometer INS at the reactor Saphir, Wurenlingen. All experiments were carried out in 
a cylindrical resistance furnace placed on a large goniometer head for crystal alignment. 
The temperature stability was A2 K at 1363 K. The spectrometer was used in its doubly 
focusing (monochromator and analyser) mode of operation [8]. 

Single-crystal spectra were measured with an energy resolution of I70 peV using a fixed 
incoming wavelength of 4.12 a (4.82 meV energy) and a cooled Be filter. Measurements 
were taken at temperatures of 300 K (in order to determine the resolution function of 
the spectrometer when no diffusion takes place), 1173 K, 1273 K and 1363 K. Details of 
performed scans (& vectors and temperatures) are given in table 1 and two typical spectra are 
displayed in figure 5 .  The range of the energy transfer was restricted to A E  from -1000 to 
+2500 peV, so that the broad component of the quasielastic scattering (cf section 3, model 
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Figure 4. The behaviour of the experimentdly determined FWHM of quasielastic scattering as a 
function of IQI, measured on D7 at 1173 K (one Lorenfzian; no model involved). 

Table 1. Debails of experiments on LiZS: data used in the fit and derived results. Lattice constant 
( r o  = 5.939 A (1320 K). Debye-Waller factor EL; = 5.5 & 1.2 A'. 

Temperature (K) 1173 1273 1363 
Occupation of (8c) site [2] 0.932 0.889 0.824 

Single cryswl 
- 6 specm along [loo] - 

spectra dong [I101 5 
spectra dong [ I111  4 4 3 

- - 

r(8d --t (4h) (PS) 17.314.2 6.711.5 4 .310 .8  
Diffusion constant cm2 s-I) 1.17 2.89 4.23 

Powder 

r(8d + (4h) IPS) 
specm 5 

3.6 i 0.4 

calculation of mode 3 in  figure 7 with a Lorentzian FWHM of approximately 1800 peV) 
could not be observed. 

The instrumenral configuration was therefore changed TO an incoming wavelength of 
2.44 A (13.74 meV energy) in conjunction with a graphite filter. The energy resolution 
was 640 peV and the accessible range in energy transfer up to A E  = rt5000 peV. 
Unfortunately we had a break in the current supply, and rapid cooling led to a crack 
in the single crystal. The experiments to verify the existence of the broader component of 
the quasielastic scattering had therefore to be carried out on a 'powder' sample. Data were 
measured at temperatures of 300 K and 1363 K for 141 = 0.6, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6 and 2.0 A-', 
the spectrum at IQ1 = 1.6 A-' is shown in figure 6. 

3. The jump diffusion model 

In principle, the incoherent quasielastic scattering provides us with the possibility of 
investigating the motion of a single particle because the scattering law is related to the 
time dependent self-correlation function [61. Neutron diffraction data on Li2S at 1300 K 
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Figure 5. Quasielastic spectn of LizS at T = 1363 K, measured on lhe triple-axis spectrometer; 
incoming wavelength. 4.12 A: 8, experimental poinrs; ----. 3M) K (insuumentd resolution); 
- , model calculation with residence time rcnc)-c~h) = 4.3 ps, 
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Figure 6. A quasielastic spectrum from B 'LilS powder sample mwured on the triple-iuis 
spectrometer; incoming wavelength, 2.44 A: e, experimental pointS at 1363 K; - - -. model 
calculation of Lorentzion mode 3, residence time r(%)+4h) = 3 . 6 1  0.4 ps; ----, difference 
(ob5 - calc); - . . -. 300 K (instrumental resolution). 
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indicate that - 15% of the Li ions occupy interstitial octahedral sites [Z]. Therefore we 
have analysed our data in terms of an extended Chudley-Elliott jump diffusion model, 
which allows for jumps from the regular (Sc) sites to the interstitial (4b) sites and vice 
versa, without any direct jumps between regular sites; the possible jump vectors are shown 
in figure 1. 

Our model describes the diffusion process by considering three sublattices: the (8c) 
sites split into two sublattices (labelled 1 and 2) which are tetrahedrally surrounded by (4b) 
interstitial Li sites (labelled 3). The jump rates are (7]3)-' = ( r ~ ) - l  for jumps from regular 
to interstitial sites and (%])-I = (q2)-' for jumps back to the regular positions. Because 
these sublattices do not form a Bravais lattice, an extension of the Chudley-Elliott model 
has to be used 19, IO], as follows. 

Writing Pi(r, t )  for the probability of finding a diffusing atom at the point r at the time 
t in the sublattice i the diffusion process is described by a set of coupled rate equations of 
the form 

(1) 
pj(T $. lijk, t )  pi(?-, f )  

f l . . p .  at j . k  I' I' IJ ' I  
=E n-l, --, , ,, , ,  . . , , , ., , , 

a lq( r , t )  

where nij is the number of nearest neighbours on the sublattice j to the site i connected to 
it by the k jump vectors &jk. We can write three such equations to describe the probability 
of occupation of each of the sublattices. (sij)-' is the jump rate from site i to any of the 
neighbouring j sites and the mean residence time on a site in the sublattice i is given by 

1 -I 

= ( T F )  
The corresponding Van Hove self-correlation function GS(y, t )  [SI is related to the 
probability functions Pi(?-, f )  by introducing the boundary .conditions 

j ~ i ( ~ ,  0) = Sij8(r) (3) 

where ~ P s ( T ,  f )  is the particular solution on the ith sublattice given that the diffusing particle 
started on the j t h  sublattice at I = 0. The total solution is then given by 

so that the self-correlation function G3(y, 2 )  can be written as 

where cj is the probability of occupation of the jth sublattice. 
Fourier transformation of equation (1) gives in ma@ix form 

(a/at)i(Q, t) = WQ, t )  

where the matrix elements of A are given by , 
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[(Q, t)  is the intermediate scattering function related to the neutron incoherent scattering 
law Si.,(Q, 0) via Fourier transformation 161. 

The model allows for two different hopping rates (ti;)-' from regular sites to interstitial 
sites and vice versa These hopping rates are related to the occupation factors ci by the 
detailed balance condition 

Since T ; ~  f T;; the matrix A(Q) is not Hermitian but may be transformed by a diagonal 
similarity. transformation to give a Hermitian matrix 

A(Q)' = TA(9)T-I (9) 

where the matrix T is given by [ 111 

The solution of equation (6) (with the transformed matrix A') gives after Fourier 
transformation 

The scattering law is a sum of three Lorentzians. The halfwidths uj(Q) are the eigenvalues 
of the A' matrix, and the Q dependent weights w,(Q) of the Lorentzians are determined 
by the orthonormal eigenvectors o l k j  of the matrix and the occupation factors ci: 

The occupation factors can be estimated from e.g. neutron diffraction data, and there remains 
only one free patameter in the model, the mean residence time 

The results of a calculation with q8c)-(4b) = 4.3 ps are presented in figure 7, where 
FWHM and weights along [I I11 and [IOO] are plotted. The scattering law is split into three 
Lorentzian components: mode 1, with an energy width ranging from 0 peV to a value of - 300 peV; mode 2, which is dispersionless with a consent value of - 300 peV and mode 
3, which oscillates around a value of 1800 peV (and is well separated from the other two 
modes). Along [ I  111 quasielastic broadening stems from two modes (figure 7(a,b)): mode 
1 dominates for Q values smaller than 0.8 A-' with a corresponding weight P 0.8, whereas 
in the range of 1.3 A-' < Q < 2.4 A-' mode 2 has a weight P 0.8. Thus the broadening 
is expected to increase with - 1QI2 at low Q due to mode 1 and to reach a constant value 
due to the Q independent mode 2. Mode 3 (with the larger width) is expected to give 
significant contributions to quasielastic scattering at higher Q values (figure 7(d)). 

The scattering law for small Q is determined by only one Lorentzian, which 
corresponds to the long-range diffusion. The two other Lorentzians have vanishing weights 

~. 
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Figure 7. Model calculations of Lorentzim FWHM and Lorentzian weights as P function of 
Q with residence time qli+,(4h) = 4.3 ps: -, mode I;  ----. mode 2: ---. mode 3. 
(a) Halfwidths dong [Ill]; (b) weights dong [ I l l ] ;  (c) holfwidths dong [loo]; (d) weights 
dong [loo]. 

(figure 7(b, d)) and the diffusion constant D can be estimated. The analytic expression for 
D is obtained as follows. A defined by (6) and (7) has, for Q parallel to [loo], the form 

where A = cos(Qao/4), a0 is the lattice constant, 51 = 113 = r23 and g = 91/2 = r32/2. 
The matrix elements All and A12 are zero due to the fact that the model does not allow direct 
jumps between regular sites. The halfwidth of the Lorentzian and the diffusion constant D 
are given by the eigenvalue with unit weight at low Q 

Am(€?) = Q2d2/3(ti + td (14) 

with 

D = d2/3(S  f Zd (15) 

and the jump distance d = &a0/4. 
It should be noted however that the Chudley-Elliott model is derived in the low 

concentration limit (c  + 0) i.e. where each site in the diffusion path is available and not 
occupied by another interstitial. The fact that there is a finite concentration of interstitials 
leads to corrections to the simple model of the form [12] 

T ( c )  = [VU - c) l f (c)rW (16) 
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The term in square brackets on the right hand side of (16) is a first-order correction to 
account for the average occupancy whereas the correlation factor accounts for correlated 
jumps. For example, after an interstitial has made a jump the probability of a return jump 
is increased due to the higher than average chance (probability) of finding a vacancy in the 
original position. Although the correlation factor can be calculated [12-14] it has a subtle 
effect on the quasielastic line shape, which is more difficult to take into account. This arises 
because the effect of the correlation factor is only seen at long times (i.e. small 0). Thus the 
quasielastic peak changes from a Lorentzian described by z(c)  at small w to a Lorentzian 
described by r ( c ) / f ( c )  at large w. 

However in the present case we expect this effect to be small and certainly outside the 
experimental precision of the measurements. Thus we have ignored the effect of correlation 
and the residence times given have not been corrected to infinite dilution. 

4. Results and discussion 

In our model of the Li diffusion process in LizS the incoherent neutron scattering law is a 
superposition of three Lorentzians.. The halfwidths of the Lorentzians are rather different, 
and therefore experiments were carried out using different incoming energies and energy 
resolutions. 

Experimental spectra obtained on the single crystal in the high-resolution mode of 
operation as well as the corresponding model calculations are shown in figure 5. Significant 
broadening could be observed along both symmetry directions [loo] and [ l l l ] .  The 
spectra were fitted using the scattering law (1 1) convoluted with the experimental resolution 
functions, which were a good approximation of Gaussian shape. Table 1 summarizes the 
data used in the fit. The occupation factors of the (8c) sites were taken from previous 
neutron diffraction experiments [Z], and therefore the only free parameter of the model is one 
residence time. Additional fitted parameters relating the scattering law to the experimental 
intensities are the Debye-Waller factor (Q dependence) and an overall scale factor. 

Experiment and model calculations agree quite well, and features of linewidth and 
intensity could be well reproduced, in particular the Q independent width of the dominant 
mode 2 (largest weight) along [ I l l ]  for Q > 1.0 A-' (figure S), and also the mode 1 
behaviour along [IO01 (with its Q dependence of the quasielastic broadening and of the 
observed intensity) (figure 9). The residence time and the diffusion constant as functions 
of the temperature are given in table 1. At 1363 K we obtain a value of 4.3 & 0.8 ps for 
the residence time r~~c)- - (4b) .  

The investigation of the broad component was carried out using a powder sample, and 
the scattering law (11) had to be averaged over all possible Q orientations. The quasielastic 
spectrum measured at T = 1363 Kat  a scattering vector IQ1 = 1.6 A-' is shown in figure 6; 
the observed broadening can well be described in the framework of our model. The fit of 
the model to the broad component leads to r(8c)+(4b) = 3.6 JI 0.4 ps, a residence time in 
satisfactory agreement with the value derived from the high-resolution experiments. 

The experimental determination of both components of the quasielastic scattering clearly 
demonstrates that Li diffusion in LizS takes place via interstitial hopping. This result is 
in contrast to previous work on the isostructural compound Liz0 [15] and on the fluorite 
systems (e.g. SrClz [16]) where diffusion by hopping between regular nearest-neighbour and 
next-nearest-neighbour sites was invoked. In a simple picture with 'hard spherical ions' a 
different behaviour of LizS compared to the fluorites may be expected. If one considers 
fluorite like systems, the comparison of the ratio of the ionic radius of the mobile ion to 
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1363 K -. model wlculation with residence time icn+,(+) = 4.3 ps. (b) The intensity of 
Lorcntzian mode 1 along [loo]: 0, experimental points at 1363 K, -, model calculation 
with residence time qpC)-(4b) = 4.3 ps. 

the radius of the immobile ion (R  = rm/rjm) is for e.g. SrCI2, Rsc,, = (1.81 Ajl.10 A) = 
1.65, whereas the corresponding R value for LizS is: R ~ , s  = (0.68 .&/1.90 A) = 0.36 
(ionic radii [17]). The 5'- sublattice can well accommodate the small Li ion in its large 
interstitial sites, but in the fluorites the mobile ion is larger than the immobile ion so that 
the occupation of the interstitial 4b site causes strong lattice distortions. In fact, analysis of 
neutron scattering data of powder and single-crystal samples of fluorites show that instead of 
interstitial defects, defect clusters of anions and cations are formed [18]. The finite lifetime 
of these clusters gives rise to coherent quasielastic scattering, which is not observed in 
the present experiments on Liz% Ionic diffusion paths can be discussed following similar 
geometric arguments: the ionic radius of the S2- sphere is too large to allow an Li+ ion to 
perform 'direct' jumps along [loo] or [110]; forced by short-range repulsion the Li+ has 
to folIow a curved path 'around' the S2- ion (figure I ;  Sz- radius not to scale for clarity) 
with [111] as the most open direction. Whereas steric arguments based on a model with 
spherical ions can help in understanding the different behaviour of LizS and fluorites, the 
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comparison of LizS and Liz0 (with R L ~ ~ o  = (0.68 A/1.46 A) = 0.47) is less transparent. 
A key to the understanding might be in the different electronic polarizabilities 01 of S2- 
and 0'-. For 0'- in Liz0 a value of 01 = 2.07 A3 is given; values for Sz- are 01 = 4.8- 
5.9 A3 (from refraction data [19]). where a highera value qualitatively expresses a more 
extended and complicated electronic stmcture (e.g. for Li+, 01 = 0.03 A3 [19]). Therefore 
we summarize that the unique S2- electronic structure gives rise to characteristic behaviour 
in refraction and in chemical bonding, with a large variety of polysulphides being formed 
by alkali metals, as well as in in ionic diffusion. 
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